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PresObamaMan 
Highlights:  

� Stats: 49 years old, lives in Washington, DC, 6’1”, athletic build 

� Work: He works in politics. 

� Interests: Basketball, running a large country, traveling 

� Fun fact: He collects SpiderMan and Conan the Barbarian 

comics. 

� Why I think he is a good fit for you: He is a born leader, and 

you mentioned in our consultation that you like a man who 

takes charge.  You both play basketball, and you’re both 

lawyers by training.   

 

First e-mail suggestion: 

Hi there, 

 

I couldn’t help but notice your profile the other day...  You seem to be 

extremely well-traveled.  In the countries you’ve visited in the last two years, 

which was your favorite?  I have also been to China, and I thought it was just 

incredible.  Was all this travel for work or pleasure?  (I hope the latter!) 

 

Hope to talk soon, 

Jane 

 

 

Cheftastic 
Highlights: 

� Stats: 41 years old, lives in Bethesda, MD, 5’10”, average build 

� Work: He is a chef. 

� Interests: Cooking, running restaurants, physics 

� Fun fact:  He has been on TV. 

� Why I think he is a good fit for you: You mentioned several times in our 

consultation that food is very important to you – both cooking and 

eating out.  He says in his profile that he is an avid cook and that he 

aspires to own 15 restaurants one day, mainly in the 

Washington area.  He specializes in Spanish cuisine, which I 

know is your favorite. 

 

First e-mail suggestion: 

Spanish food is my favorite, so when I read about your paella and 

bacon-wrapped dates, I couldn’t help but write to you.  Have you 

been cooking your whole life?  I always try to cook without recipes, 
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but sometimes I need a little guidance in the kitchen, especially with baking. 

Any tips for me? 

 

Looking forward to hearing from you!   

Jane 

 

 

NotTheDailyShow  
Highlights: 

� Stats: 46 years old, 5’10”, athletic build, lives in NJ (was 

originally from Washington, D.C.) 

� Work: Works in the political and entertainment field. 

� Interests: Acting, improv comedy, knitting 

� Fun fact:  He has won three Emmy awards. 

� Why I think he is a good fit for you: He makes people laugh.  

Even his profile pictures are hysterical.  And I know you like to 

laugh.  Also, since you work in politics, I thought your senses of 

humor would mesh nicely. 

 

First e-mail suggestion: 

Great pants in that picture.  I had actually considered buying a similar pair 

myself, but they were out of my size.  ;) 

 

I really enjoyed reading your profile.  I agree that it’s important to not take 

things too seriously and be able to laugh at yourself sometimes.  Did you enjoy 

yourself at the rally in D.C. last year? 

 

Hope you’re having a great day, and I look forward to hearing from you, 

Jane   


